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In-cell NMR suggests that DNA i-motif levels
are strongly depleted in living human cells

Pavlína Víšková1,2,10, Eva Ištvánková 1,2,10, Jan Ryneš1, Šimon Džatko1,3,
Tomáš Loja 1, Martina Lenarčič Živković 1,4, Riccardo Rigo1,5,
Roberto El-Khoury 6, Israel Serrano-Chacón7, Masad J. Damha 6,
Carlos González 7, Jean-Louis Mergny8,9, Silvie Foldynová-Trantírková 1,8 &
Lukáš Trantírek 1

I-Motifs (iM) are non-canonical DNA structures potentially forming in the
accessible, single-stranded, cytosine-rich genomic regions with regulatory
roles. Chromatin, protein interactions, and intracellular properties seem to
govern iM formation at sites with i-motif formation propensity (iMFPS) in
human cells, yet their specific contributions remain unclear. Using in-cell NMR
with oligonucleotide iMFPS models, we monitor iM-associated structural
equilibria in asynchronous and cell cycle-synchronizedHeLa cells at 37 °C. Our
findings show that iMFPS displaying pHT < 7 under reference in vitro condi-
tions occur predominantly in unfolded states in cells, while those with pHT > 7
appear as a mix of folded and unfolded states depending on the cell cycle
phase. Comparing these results with previous data obtained using an iM-
specific antibody (iMab) reveals that cell cycle-dependent iM formation has a
dual origin, and iM formation concerns only a tiny fraction (possibly 1%) of
genomic sites with iM formation propensity. We propose a comprehensive
model aligning observations from iMab and in-cell NMR and enabling the
identification of iMFPS capable of adopting iM structures under physiological
conditions in living human cells. Our results suggest that many iMFPS may
have biological roles linked to their unfolded states.

DNA has a well-known propensity to adopt alternative non-B form
conformations, including the intercalated motif (i-motif, iM)
structure1. This quadruple-helical structure forms within C-rich DNA
and is stabilized by intercalating hemi-protonated C:CH+ base pairs1,2

(Fig. 1A, B). Sequences with iM-forming potential (iMFPS) are fre-
quently foundwithin evolutionarily conserved human genome regions
associated with regulatory functions3. Biophysical analyses of iMFPS

derived from (neo-)centromeres, telomeres, and promoter regions of
(onco-)genes and synthetic constructs demonstrated that the stabi-
lities of intramolecular iMs depend on the number of cytosines in the
i-motif core, the length and composition of loops, chemical mod-
ifications, and a broad range of environmental factors, particularly
molecular crowding, pH, and temperature4–11. The dependency of
the iMs’ stability on the abovementioned factors has been employed
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in designing biosensors for applications in biotechnology and
nanotechnology12,13. The iMs are relatively stable at acidic pH, low ionic
strength, and dehydrating conditions. However, the propensity for iMs
is compromised under expected physiological conditions comprising
relatively high ionic strength (~150mM), physiological temperatures
(~37 °C for human cells), and slightly alkaline pH (intracellular pH in

human cells ~7.0–7.4)4, thereby raising concerns and controversy
about the biological relevance of iMs.

Conversely, the potential presence of iM within living organisms,
including humans, has been supported by several lines of evidence,
including the discovery of iMFPS binding proteins14–17; thermodynamic
stabilization of iM by epigenetic modifications in vitro5,18,19 and under
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Fig. 1 | Hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid-ds/hT121-6 do not form iM in cells at 37 °C.
A Schematic representations of the DNA i-motif structure with the minimal i-motif
segment highlighted in the box. Xn, Yn, and Znmark i-motif loop regions of variable
length. B C:CH+ base-pair, according to ref. 2. C Hybrid-ds/iM reporter of iM-
associated structural equilibrium; ds and iM correspond to double-stranded and
i-motif segments, respectively. D, E show overlays of the imino regions of 1D 1H
NMR spectra of hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid-ds/hT121-6, respectively, acquired at
20 °C as a function of the pH in-vitro (IC buffer: 25mMKPOi, 10.5mMNaCl, 110mM
KCl, 1mM MgCl2, 130nM CaCl2). Spectral regions specific for the imino protons
involved in C:CH+ (iM) and Watson-Crick (ds) base pairs are indicated in light
orange and gray, respectively. F shows propidium iodide (PI) DNA content staining
of cells transfected with (FAM-)hybrid-ds/hT121-6 and synchronized inM (red) and
early-S (green) cell-cycle phase. G, H show imino regions of 1D 1H in-cell NMR

spectra of hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid/hT121-6, respectively, acquired as a function
of the temperature (indicated) in mitotic- (red, MITO) and early-S (green, earlyS)
synchronized cells. The displayed in-cell NMR spectra are representative images of
two independent experiments. In blue is the NMR spectrum of the hybrid-ds/hTel
acquired in the acidified (pH< 6) cell lysate prepared from the respective in-cell
NMR sample at 4 °C (folding control). I LEFT: native PAGE of the Cy3-labeled hTel
and hT121-6 in the absence and the presence of lysates from HeLa cells visualized
via the Cy3-fluorescence. RIGHT: immuno-stained electroblots (PVDF membrane)
of the native PAGE with αhnRPNP A1, αhnRNP K, and αPCBP2. The gel and blot are
representative images of three independent experiments. Source data are provided
as a Source Data file. J Projected representation of structural equilibria involving
hybrid-ds/iMs in living cells.
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conditions imitating a crowded cellular environment8,20,21; and the
promotion of iM formation from double-stranded DNA under condi-
tions emulating mechanistic forces connected with DNA helix
unwinding and nanoconfinement in the chromatin context22–25. Several
indirect findings also suggested that iM formation may play a role in
regulating replication and transcription15,26,27.

Undoubtedly, the recent development and applications of an iM-
specific antibody (iMab) have provided breakthrough contributions
regarding iM biological relevance using iMab-detected iMs in plant28

and human genomic DNA29–31. Most recently, Richter’s group
employed iMab and revealed that iMs are enriched in actively tran-
scribing gene promoters and open chromatin regions, and they over-
lap with R-loops32; all these findings supported that iMs are associated
with transcriptional regulation in live human cells. However, the
detection method employed by iMab relies on a combination of cell
membrane permeabilization, which may disturb environmental con-
ditions in the intracellular space, and prolonged times of iMab staining
at a close-to-zero temperature29–32, which is a decisive iM formation
promoting factor3,13,33. The extent to which iMab-detected iMs in
chromatin of permeabilized cells at close-to-zero temperature form iM
structures in the intracellular space of living human cells at physiolo-
gical temperature has remained unknown.

In this work, we assess how intracellular environmental factors
and physiological temperatures affect the formation of intramolecular
structures (iMs) within living cells. Employing an in-cell NMR-based
technique, we examine the dynamic equilibrium of iMs in various
oligonucleotide-based iMFPS models within asynchronous, M-phase,
and early-S-phase-synchronized human (HeLa) cells, all maintained at
37 °C. Our in-cell NMR data reveal that certain iMs can indeed form
within living human cells at normal body temperature, and their pre-
valence is influenced by the cell cycle-dependent properties of the
intracellular environment; our investigation uncovers a dual origin for
the cell cycle dependency of iM formation in cells. Simultaneously, we
demonstrate that iM formation occurs only at a minute fraction of
genomic sites displaying a propensity for iM formation. Finally, we
present a comprehensive model for iM formation in genomic iMFPS
within human cells, consolidating findings from iMab and in-cell NMR
techniques. This model allows for the identification of specific sites in
the human genome that have the potential to adopt iM structures
under physiological conditions within living human cells.

Results
To achieve in-cell NMR readout in a defined cell-cycle phase, we
adapted the original in-cell NMR method34 to introduce a model/
reporter iMFPS oligonucleotide(s) into cells synchronized at cell cycle

specific phases, M- and early-S. To enable a quantitative readout of iM-
associated structural equilibria, we used hybrid iM-based constructs
(hybrid-ds/iM). In these constructs, iM (reporter) elements are inter-
linked with a double-stranded (ds) DNA fragment (Fig. 1C). In com-
parison (relatively) to the iM elements, the ds module demonstrates
insensitivity to moderate environmental changes (detailed below) and
serves as an internal NMR reference to normalize the i-motif/single-
strand equilibrium within cells, independent of cell transfection
efficiencies.

The hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid-ds/hT121-6 constructs were
employed in the initial phase of the study (Table 1, Supplementary
Table 1). The in-vitro-validated iM-modules of hTel and hT121-6 cor-
respond to natively occurring sequences from the human genome33,35.
They represent an often-studied class of iMFPS characterized by four
equivalent C-tracts separated by a spacer sequence of constant length
and nucleotide composition. While hTel corresponds to iMFPS pre-
viously identified using iMab29, the hT121-6 is one of the most stable
(pH-resistant) iMs from this class characterized in-vitro to date33.

The capacity of the hybrid-ds/iM constructs to report on i-motif/
unfolded single-strand equilibrium was first confirmed in-vitro (IC
buffer; 25mM KPOi, 10.5mM NaCl, 110mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2, 130 nM
CaCl2); compared to hTel and hT121-6, their hybrid analogs (hybrid-ds/
iM) showed a slightly decreased pH resistance at 20 °C (ΔpHin�vitro

T

∼0.1) (Table 1). The hybrid-ds/hT121-6 showed increased thermo-
dynamic stability compared to hT121-6 (ΔTin�vitro

m ∼3 °C) (Table 1).
Note: Tin�vitro

m could not be determined for hTel and hybrid-ds/hTel, as
they do not form iM at pH 7 (Supplementary Fig. 1). Nevertheless, in
agreement with the previous report36, we confirmed the capacity of
hybrid-ds/hTel to form iM at 4 °C and neutral pH; we observed the
appearance of the iM-specific signals confirming iM formation in
hybrid-ds/hTel at time >4 h (Supplementary Fig. 3). Figure 1D, E shows
the in-vitro hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid-ds/hT121-6 NMR spectra recor-
ded as a functionof increasing pH, an environmental parameter known
to modulate iM stability4. In response to increasing pH, the NMR sig-
nals intensity between 15–16 ppm, corresponding to the imino protons
involved in C:CH+ base-pairs, decreased, while the intensity of NMR
signals corresponding to the imino protons involved in Watson-Crick
(WC) pairs (∼12–14.5 ppm) remained essentially the same. The trend
observed in the in-vitro NMR spectra (Fig. 1D, E) was reversible, con-
firming that the iMelement could fold/unfold in thepresenceof theds-
segment and that signals from this segment could be exploited as an
internal (normalization) reference. The pH-resolved CD experiments
conducted in parallel corroborated this interpretation (Supplementary
Fig. 4). Additionally, temperature-resolved NMR spectra obtained in IC
buffer (Supplementary Fig. 5A) and crude cellular homogenate

Table 1 | List of iM forming sequences used in this study

iM / hybrid-ds/iM

iM Sequence (5‘- > 3‘) Tin�vitro
m (pH 7) pHin�vitro

T (20 °C)

hTel d(C3TAA)3C3 n.d./
n.d.

6.20 ±0.02/
6.09 ±0.01

hT121-6 d(C6T)3C6 24.9 ± 0.5/
28.0 ± 0.4

6.94 ±0.03/
6.81 ± 0.02

hBcl-2 d(CAGC4GCTC3GC5T2C2TC3GCGC3GC4T) 12.9 ± 0.5/
-

6.48 ±0.03
-

hPDGFa d(C2GCGC4TC5GC5GC5GC13) 28.8 ± 1.2/
27.6 ± 0.9

6.96 ±0.03/
6.96 ±0.05

hRAD17 d(GCT2CTAGTCA2TC2AC9GC9G2A) 33.8 ± 0.5/
34.9 ± 0.6

7.08 ±0.02/
7.10 ± 0.03

In the hybrid-ds/iM constructs, the ds segment d(GCTTCTAGTCAAT*).d(TTGACTAGAAGC) was attached to the 5′-end of iM. T* corresponds to the unpaired spacer nucleotide between ds and iM

segments. For the complete list of sequences andmodifications, see Supplementary Table 1. Tin�vitro
m and pHin�vitro

T corresponds tomelting temperature and transitional pHmeasured in-vitro (25mM

KPOi, 10.5mMNaCl, 110mMKCl, 1mMMgCl2, 130 nMCaCl2) at pH= 7 andT = 20 °C, respectively. TheTin�vitro
m andpHin�vitro

T values for iM andcorrespondinghybrid-ds/iMconstruct are typeset on top

andbottom, respectively. Error bars for thepHin�vitro
T values represent the95%confidence interval of the calculatedfit. Errors reported for Tin�vitro

m values correspond to the standard errorof themean
for each triplicate experiment. The experimental data are displayed in Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2.
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(Supplementary Fig. 5B) confirmed the ds-segment’s minimal sensi-
tivity to temperature changes in a range between 4 to 37 °C, in contrast
to the iM segment (hT121-6), in both in vitro and cell-like settings.
These data further supported the ds-segment’s suitability to normalize
the i-motif/single-strand equilibrium within cells.

Next, the hybrid-ds/hTel and hybrid-ds/hT121-6 were introduced
separately into an asynchronous suspension of HeLa cells, double-
thymidine-treated cells (arrested at the early-S phase of the cell cycle),
and nocodazole-treated cells (arrested at M-phase of the cell cycle).
The transfection of the hybrid-ds/iMs had a small-to-moderate impact
on cell viability/membrane integrity (Supplementary Figs. 6A and 7A).
The introduced hybrid-ds/iMs localized almost quantitatively in the
cell nucleus (early-S-phase cells) and were uniformly dispersed
through the intracellular space of M-phase arrested cells, as expected
for cells lacking the nuclear membrane (Supplementary Figs. 6B and
7B). The propidium iodide (PI) and MPM2-Cy5 staining quantitatively
confirmed the synchronization efficiency (Fig. 1F, Supplementary
Figs. 6C, D and 7C, D).

The spectral patterns of the imino regions of ds/hTel and hybrid-
ds/hT121-6 1D 1H in-cell NMR spectra acquired in asyn-, early-S and
M-cells at 20 °C showed imino signals from the ds segment
(12.0–14.2 ppm), confirming the hybrid-ds/iMs presence in cells
(Fig. 1G, H, and Supplementary Fig. 6E). In line with expectations from
in-vitro data, the hybrid-ds/hTel in-cell NMR spectrum was devoid of
iM-specific signal suggesting hTel segment is unfolded in cells at this
temperature (Fig. 1G, Supplementary Fig. 6E). As expected from in-vitro
data at a short incubation time (about 10min), the iM-specific signal in
the in-cell NMR spectra were not observed even upon reducing the
temperature to 4 °C (Fig. 1G). The presence of iM-specific signals in the
NMR spectrum of the acidified lysate prepared from in-cell NMR
sample corroborated that the absence of iM signal(s) in hybrid-ds/hTel
in-cell NMR spectra acquired at 4 and 20 °C reflects the construct’s
unfolding, not its degradation (Fig. 1G, Supplementary Fig. 6E).

In contrast, the hybrid-ds/hT121-6 in-cell NMR spectra recorded at
20 °C displayed overlapping signals at ∼15.4 ppm from C:CH+ base
pairs, indicating iM formation in early-S and M-synchronized cells
(Fig. 1H). Importantly, no iM signals were detected, in contrast to the
signals from the ds-reference-segment, in the hybrid-ds/hT121-6 in-cell
NMR spectra acquired at 37 °C (Fig. 1H), suggesting the iM segment
unfolding. Upon reducing the temperature to 20 °C, the initial iM
signal intensities in the hybrid-ds/hT121-6 in-cell NMR spectra were re-
established, evidencing that the lack of iM signals in the in-cell NMR
spectrum recorded at 37 °C was due to the construct unfolding
(Fig. 1H). Noteworthy, the corresponding in-cell NMR spectra mea-
sured in non-synchronized (asyn-) cells revealed identical phenotype
to that observed in early-S and M-phase synchronized cells regardless
of the method used for in-cell NMR sample handling (pelleted cells vs.
bioreactor) and acquisition time (10 vs. 30min) (Supplementary Fig. 7F
vs. Supplementary Fig. 8). Note: for a discussion of potential technical
issues that may impact the interpretation of the in-cell NMR data,
please refer to Supplementary Table 2 and recent literature37,38.

Matching signal patterns (signal positions)39 and similar
linewidths40 among the corresponding signals in in-vitro and in-cell
NMR spectra acquired at 20 °C (Fig. 1D, E, G, H) evidence that in-cell
NMR readout reports on the intracellular space’s free (unbound)
hybrid-ds/iMs. However, agarose EMSA performed on the lysate pre-
pared from asynchronous HeLa cells transfected with the iMs revealed
the existence of two distinct iMs fractions in cells: one corresponding
to the free (unbound) iMs and one possibly corresponding to
the constructs embedded in complexes with endogenous proteins
(Supplementary Fig. 9A). To confirm the protein binding to our con-
structs, we performed the shift-western blot41 (WB) analysis of PAGE-
resolved lysate prepared from HeLa cells transfected with hTel
and hT121-6 (Supplementary Fig. 9B, C), using antibodies against
three promiscuous and previously described DNA C-rich binding

proteins14,16,17,42, namely hnRNP K, hnRNP A1, and PCBP2. The WB
confirmed the binding of all three proteins to hTel and hT121-6 (Fig. 1I,
Supplementary Fig. 9C).

To extend these observations, we probed iM structural equilibria
in asynchronous cells for three in-vitro-validated and previously stu-
died iMFPS from the promoter regions of hBcl-227, hPDGFa43, and
hRAD1744 genes (Table 1). These constructs were chosen for the fol-
lowing reasons: i] these iMFPS notably differ in stability/pH resistance
(cf. Table 1, Supplementary Figs. 1 and 2); their Tm/pHT values cover a
range typically displayed by often-studied iMFPS, and ii] hBcl-2,
hPDGFa, and hRAD17 represent iMFPS with distinctive sequence/
structure properties: hBcl-2 iM co-exists in equilibrium with an alter-
native structure (hairpin)27, hRAD17 represents an intriguing class of
poly-C iMFPS showing exceptional pH resistance9, and hPDGFa43 sits
on the borderline between C-tract-spacer repeats and poly-C based
iMFPS class (Table 1).

For the in-cell NMR study, analogously to hTel and hT121-6, the ds-
segment was attached to hPDGFa and hRAD17 iMFPS. A comparison of
the NMR/CD spectra of hPDGFa and hRAD17 and their hybrid coun-
terparts (hybrid-ds/hPDGFa and hybrid-ds/hRAD17) confirmed that
attachment of the ds segment did not compromise the folding into iM
(Fig. 2A, Supplementary Fig. 4) and had a minimal-to-negligible impact
on the respective pHin�vitro

T and Tin�vitro
m values (Table 1, Supplementary

Figs. 1 and 2). Conversely, hBcl-2 could be analyzed without the ds
segment addition: in this case, the position of the iM-associated equi-
librium can be assessed based on the relative signal ratio between
hairpin (at∼13 ppm) and iM-specificNMRsignal (at∼15.5 ppm) (Fig. 2A).

Next, we introduced the hBcl-2, hybrid-ds/hPDGFa, andhybrid-ds/
hRAD17 constructs in the asynchronous HeLa cells. The introduction
did not significantly compromise cells’ viability/membrane integrity
(Supplementary Figs. 10A and 11A). The introduced constructs pre-
dominantly localized to the cell nucleus (Supplementary Figs. 10B and
11B). At 20 °C, the in-cell NMR spectra of hybrid-ds/PDGFa and hybrid-
ds/RAD17 displayed, next to theds-segment signals, a composite signal
at ∼15.5 ppm (Fig. 2B), indicating iM formation. In contrast, only the
hairpin-specific signals (at∼13 ppm)were observed in the hBcl-2 in-cell
NMR spectrum, suggesting that iM-hairpin equilibrium is shifted to a
hairpin state, in agreement with in-vitro data acquired at close-to-
neutral pH (Fig. 2A vs. 2B).

The behavior of hBcl-2, hybrid-ds/PDGFa, and hybrid-ds/RAD17 in
cells at 37 °C differed considerably: neither iM- nor hairpin-specific
signals were observed in the hBcl-2 in-cell NMR spectrum (Fig. 2B),
suggesting that hBcl-2 is completely unfolded or completely /partially
degraded. Observing restoration of iM and hairpin signals in the in-cell
NMR spectrum acquired of hBcl-2 at 4 °C (Fig. 2B) confirmed that the
spectral phenotype at 37 °C resulted from the construct unfolding.
Hybrid-ds/PDGFa andhybrid-ds/RAD17 in-cellNMRspectra acquired at
37 °C showed characteristic signals from the ds-reference-segment
(Fig. 2B), confirming the constructs’ presence in cells. However, no iM
signals were detected in the hybrid-ds/PDGFa in-cell NMR spectrum
(Fig. 2B), suggesting the iM segment unfolding or degradation. Con-
versely, the hybrid-ds/RAD17 in-cell NMR spectrum displayed a signal
at∼15.5 ppm, indicating iM formation at 37 °C (Fig. 2B). Upon reducing
the temperature to 20 °C, the initial iM signal intensity in the hybrid-
ds/PDGFa in-cell NMR spectrum was reestablished (Fig. 2B), eviden-
cing that iM signal absence at 37 °C resulted from unfolding.

Similarly to the hTel and hT121-6, EMSA in agarose gel (Supple-
mentary Fig. 9A) and the western blot analysis of PAGE resolved lysate
prepared from cells transfectedwith Cy3- hBcl-2, hPDGFa, and hRAD17
(Supplementary Fig. 9B) confirmed the binding of these constructs to
endogenous hnRNP K, hnRNP A1, and PCBP2 proteins (Fig. 2C, Sup-
plementary Fig. 9C).

Observing the iM signals in the hybrid-ds/hRAD17 in-cell NMR
spectrum at 37 °C allowed us to assess the influence of the intracellular
environmental factors specific to the M- and early-S cell cycle phases
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Fig. 2 | Hybrid-ds/hRAD17 folds into iM in cells; its iM levels change depending
on the cell cycle phase. A shows overlays of the imino regions of 1D 1H NMR
spectra of hBcl-2, hybrid-ds/hPDGFa, and hybrid-ds/hRAD17 acquired at 20 °C as a
function of the pH in-vitro (IC buffer: 25mMKPOi, 10.5mMNaCl, 110mMKCl, 1mM
MgCl2, 130nM CaCl2). Spectral regions specific for the imino protons involved in
C:CH+ (iM) andWatson-Crick (ds) base pairs are indicated in light orange and gray,
respectively. Note: the Watson-Crick part of the NMR spectra of hybrid-ds/RAD17
display some extra signals compared to the other hybrid-ds/iM constructs. The
extra signals come from GC base pairs in the hRAD17 iM segment. B shows imino
regions of 1D 1H in-cell NMR spectra of hBcl-2, hybrid-ds/hPDGFa, and hybrid-ds/
hRAD17 acquired as a function of the temperature (indicated) in asynchronous
HeLa cells. C LEFT: native PAGE of the Cy3-labeled hBcl-2, hPDGFa, hRAD17, and
G-quadruplex forming control (hcMycG) in the absence and the presence of lysates

from HeLa cells visualized via the Cy3-fluorescence. RIGHT: immuno-stained elec-
troblots (PVDF membrane) of the native PAGE with αhnRPNP A1, αhnRNP K, and
αPCBP2. The gel and blot are representative images of three independent experi-
ments. Source data are provided as a Source Data file. D shows PI DNA content
staining of cells transfected with (FAM-)hybrid-ds/hRAD17: asynchronous (black
line) and synchronized inM (red, G2/M) and early-S (green, G0/S1) cell-cycle phase.
E shows imino regions of 1D 1H in-cell NMR spectraof hybrid-ds/hRAD17 acquired at
37 °C in HeLa cells: asynchronous (black) and synchronized in M (red, MITO) and
early-S (green, earlyS) cell-cycle phase. The dashed-horizontal lines highlight iM
level differences among early-S phase, M-phase, and asynchronous cells. The dis-
played in-cell NMR spectra are representative images of two independent
experiments.
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on the iM formation. The hybrid-ds/hRAD17was introduced separately
into cells arrested at the early-S and M-phase of the cell cycle (Fig. 2D,
E, Supplementary Fig. 10). The hybrid-ds/hRAD17 in-cell NMR spectra
recorded at 37 °C in early-S and M-synchronized cells displayed char-
acteristic iM signals. Notably, comparing the iM signal intensities
relative to the ds-segment reference in the hybrid-ds/hRAD17 in-cell
NMR spectra revealed amorepronounced formationof iM in the early-
S cell cycle-synchronized cells compared to those in asynchronous
(most of the cells in G0/G1) and M-phase-synchronized cells (Fig. 2E),
suggesting that the cell cycle-specific intracellular environment con-
tributes to the iM levels modulation in cells.

Discussion
iM formation, accounting for the transition from the disordered (coil)
to ordered (iM) structure in the context of strand-separated chromatin
regions in living human cells at physiological temperature, is a subject
of ongoing debate. Using an adapted in-cell NMR approach, we ana-
lyzed conformation equilibria forfive oligonucleotide-basedmodels of
naturally occurring iMFPS, which differed by their pHin�vitro

T and
Tin�vitro
m , in living asynchronous HeLa cells and those synchronized in

M- and early-S phase of the cell cycle at 37 °C. We showed that the
constructs that displayed pHT < 7 under reference in vitro conditions
did not form iM structures in cells at 37 °C. Using the hRAD17model as
a paradigm, we showed that iMFPS displaying pHin�vitro

T > 7 occur in
cells as a mix of folded (iM) and unfolded states; we showed that the
populations of folded (iM) and unfolded states differed between theM
and early S phases of the cell cycle. Consistent with the existing
literature14,17,42,45, we observed that our iMFSP models introduced into
cells interacted with endogenous proteins.

Our observations qualitatively align with the results found in
previous in-cell NMR studies, confirming the reversibility of iM folding/
unfolding in cells34 and the correlation between iM formation pro-
pensity in cells and iM in vitro stability33. In contrast to the later study,
our experimental design allowed us to express the relationship
between iM stability in vitro and iM formation in cells quantitatively.
Our data confirm that some iMmay form incells, and the process is cell
cycle-dependent, as found in studies using iMab29,30.

However, major differences in these seemingly coherent obser-
vations were found when iMab and in-cell NMR data were investi-
gated in greater detail. Cell cycle dependency, as observed by iMab,
refers to changes in the number and localization of iMab-detected
foci in the genome29,30; however, the in-cell NMR data revealed a
shift in the conformation equilibrium in specific iMFPS (Fig. 2E).
iMab-based observations of iM formation cell cycle dependency may
be related to chromatin remodeling, which could correspond
with cell cycle-dependent changes in the number and locations of
iMFPS in the accessible, single-stranded (protein unbound) chro-
matin regions46,47. However, it’s important to note that this inter-
pretation is confined to the original iMab protocol that involves a
cross-linking step29. Employing the modified protocol introduced by
ref. 32, which excludes the cross-linking, iMab can also identify iMFPS
in the single-stranded chromatin regions bound by proteins; iMab
might outcompete cell-cycle specific proteins that bind to these
iMFPS. By contrast, the in-cell NMR-based observations of iM for-
mation cell cycle dependency are related to environmental oscilla-
tions, which could correspond with cell cycle-dependent changes in
intracellular pH48 or molecular crowding frommacromolecules49, for
example.

Notably, over 600,000 iM-forming sites were detected in the
human genome using iMab31, including iMs that are clearly unstable
in vitro at close-to-physiological pH (such as telomeric iM) (Supple-
mentary Fig. 1)13. These detected sites comprise the majority (over
50%) of iMFSP expected in the human genome; however, our in-cell
NMR data demonstrated that iM formation in cells at a physiological
temperature only involves thosewith exceptional pH resistance, which

can be estimated, based on available data50, to comprise less than 1%
(~3000) of genomic iMFPS.

There are three fundamentally distinct explanations for this
striking discrepancy between in-cell NMR and iMab-based observa-
tions. Firstly, this disparity may arise from a fundamental limitation of
the in-cell NMR approach. The in-cell NMR data were obtained using
oligonucleotide-based models of iMFPS. The stability of iMs formed
fromoligonucleotide iMFPSmodelsmight be lower than that of iMFPS
embedded in native single-stranded chromatin. In native chromatin,
mechanical forces act on the termini of iMFPS, and localized nano-
confinement could contribute to iM stabilization. In simpler terms, the
chromatin context might alter the energetics of iM formation by sta-
bilizing the folded (iM) state. The potential extent of this stabilization
can be inferred by comparing iMab-based observations of telomeric
iM29 with our in vitro/in-cell NMR data for the telomeric iMFPS model
(hTel). In-cell NMR data showed no detectable levels of telomeric iM in
cells (Fig. 1G). This observation is consistent with data acquired under
reference in vitro conditions, indicating that the melting temperature
(Tm) of hTel is well below 10 °C (Supplementary Fig. 1), confirming
previous findings13. If the iMab-based experimental observation of
telomeric iM29 corresponds to its native formation at physiological
temperature (37 °C), the chromatin-provided stabilization would
need to account for a Tm (in-vitro) equivalent to at least 25–30 °C
(cf. Supplementary Fig. 1)13. Chromatin stabilization could potentially
affect not only telomeric iMFPS but also all other iM-forming sites in
the accessible, single-stranded chromatin regions. This increased
iM stability would also manifest as a significant improvement in iM
pH resistance, equivalent to approximately 1.5–2 pH units33. Conse-
quently, iM formation would occur in a genomic context for most
genomic iMFPS, in line with iMab-based data.

This explanation, which proposes a principal role of chromatin
in thermodynamic and/or kinetic stabilizing noncanonical DNA
structures in the context of accessible single-strandedDNA in cells, is
supported by observations of promoting iM formation under nano-
confinement, one of the potential features in chromatin. Using a
single molecule, laser tweezer-based approach for a DNA construct
based on telomeric DNA repeats, ref. 51. demonstrated that the
confined space of the DNA origami nanocages causes a shift in
equilibrium between unfolded and folded (iM) states; the shift
depended on the nanocavity size. They showed that water molecules
absorbed from the unfolded to the transition states are much fewer
than those lost from the transition to the folded states and that the
overall loss of water drives the folding of the iM in nanocages with
reduced water activities51. This explanation aligns with previous
observations of promoted iM formation in nanocavities from
reversedmicelles25. However, these effects on iM formation are likely
not general phenomena andmay depend on sequence and structural
features52. Altogether, this scenario implies that oligonucleotides are
unsuitable models for iM-forming sites in single-stranded genomic
regions. This implication finds support in the observation of appar-
ent differences in putative G-quadruplex structures and the K+

dependence on G-quadruplex formation that appear to result when
studying G-quadruplex motif in natural duplex, as opposed to the
single-stranded form53.

Secondly, the discrepancy may arise from the potential non-
specificity and/or chaperoning activity of the iMab antibody. Apart
from binding to iM states, iMab could bind to unfolded states in a
sequence-specific manner or induce the formation of iMs (acting as a
ligand) within the domain upon binding to the unfolded state. While
these explanations have offered a straightforward way to account for
the variance in the number of iM-forming sites observed using iMab
compared to that observed using in-cell NMR, they lacked experi-
mental support - until recently. At the time of submitting this revised
manuscript, ref. 54provided experimental evidence that thebindingof
iMab toDNAoligonucleotides is governedby thepresenceof runs of at
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least two consecutive cytosines, irrespectively of the capacity of the
sequence to adopt an iM structure.

Finally, the mentioned discrepancy can also be interpreted by
considering the complementary (orthogonal) nature of in-cell NMR
and iMab data. The detection method employed by iMab relies on
chromatin fixation using paraformaldehyde, cell membrane permea-
bilization, and prolonged iMab staining at a temperature close to
freezing29. Because paraformaldehyde cannot cross-link DNA second-
ary structures55, and the near-freezing temperature is a critical factor
leading to iM formation (cf. Supplementary Fig. 1), using i-Mab to
detect iMs might become less effective when applied to cells from
endothermic species, such as humans, which typically operate at
considerably higher temperatures (37 °C). i-Mab could detect i-motifs
induced by low temperatures and i-motifs that might naturally fold
under physiological temperatures (37 °C), potentially leading to a
significant overestimation of iM-forming sites in cells. In this context,
the majority of the i-Mab-detected iMFPS would occur in an unfolded
state in cells, and coil-to-iM/iM-to-coil transitions in the accessible
regions of chromatin would be primarily under the control of the
surrounding environment.

Several observations support this alternative scenario. For
instance, there is evidence of proteins binding to unfolded states of
iMFPS42,56. Furthermore, the environmental influence on iM formation
persists even in the presence of mechanical forces that mimic those
experienced by iMFPS in single-stranded chromatin; in a study
employing a magnetic tweezers approach, Selvam et al. demonstrated
that the impact of mechanical forces on iM stability is secondary to
that of chemical factors such as pH, molecular crowding, and ionic
strength23. Thesefindings are also in linewith observations using iMab;
in a reference study, Zeerati et al.29 observed that acidification of the
intracellular environment led to an increased number of iMab-
detected foci within chromatin. These observations suggest that
chromatin’s role in iM stability within the single-stranded regions of
accessible chromatin is secondary to the relevant intracellular envir-
onmental conditions.

It is essential to emphasize that all the scenarios outlined regard
that iM formation, accounting for coil-to-iM and iM-to-coil transitions
in a chromatin context, is a consecutive (subordinate) step to com-
peting processes related to strand separation (i.e., duplex-to-coil/coil-
to-duplex transitions) and DNA-protein binding17,57. Evidence suggests
that the chromatinmicroenvironment controls the duplex-to-coil/coil-
to-duplex transitions in a double-stranded chromatin context; Selvam
et al.23 observed that decreasing superhelicity in torsionally con-
strained dsDNA fragments in an acidic solution led to duplex desta-
bilization and an increased formation of iM, consistent with earlier
findings by Hurley’s group22. Later, the same research team demon-
strated that the DNA duplex is also significantly destabilized under
confined conditions marked by reduced water activity24, aligning with
prior observations25. However, these factors influence duplex-iM
transition when the liberated strands (coils) tend to form sufficiently
stable iMs under given environmental conditions57.

Considering the aforementioned arguments and the com-
plementary nature of experimental observations from both iMab and
in-cell NMR, we propose a comprehensive model for iM formation
within genomic iMFPS in human cells. In this model: (1) The number
and locations of single-stranded accessible genomic sites prone to iM
formation are dictated by cell-cycle-dependent chromatin states,
including protein binding; (2) These sites are detected and identified
using the iM-specific antibody (iMab) at near-freezing temperatures;
(3) At the physiological temperature of 37 °C, the iM levels, repre-
senting the coil-to-iM transitions at the individual iMab-detected
iMFPS, are primarily governed by cell-cycle-dependent properties
(environmental factors) of the intracellular space. These factors push
the equilibrium between the coil (unfolded) and iM (folded) states
towards an unfolded state for the majority of iMFPS in the chromatin;

(4) The remaining iMFPS, which can form iM structures under phy-
siological conditions in living human cells, can be identified using a
simple criterion: pHT > 7, where pHT corresponds to the pH transition
point determined for oligonucleotide models of iMFPS in a reference
buffer (25mM KPOi, 10.5mM NaCl, 110mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2, 130 nM
CaCl2) at 20 °C.

To conclude, our data and the proposedmodel support the idea
of cell cycle-dependent iM formation in living human cells at phy-
siological temperatures. However, they also indicate that the
observed cell cycle dependency is of a dual origin, and iM formation
concerns only a minuscule fraction of genomic sites displaying iM
formation propensity. Regarding the dual origin of iM cell cycle
dependency, our model implies that cell-cycle-dependent chromatin
states control the number and location of sites with iM formation
propensity, while changes in the properties of the intracellular
environment during cell cycle progression regulate iM levels at these
sites. Altogether, the proposed model indicates that most intragenic
iMFPS in accessible single-stranded chromatin context are unfolded
in living cells at physiological temperature, suggesting that the
potential biological roles of many iMFPS are tied to their unfolded
states. Nevertheless, establishing a causal link between the control
of iM levels in cells and human physiology remains a significant
challenge for future research. In terms of methodology, our study
demonstrates for the first time that the original in-cell NMR
approach, previously limited to monitoring structural equilibria in
asynchronous suspensions of cells34,58, can be directly applied to cells
in defined physiological states.

Methods
DNA oligonucleotides
The DNA oligonucleotides employed in the present study are listed in
Supplementary Table 1. The non-modified DNA oligonucleotides and
their fluorescently (FAM of Cy3) 5′-labeled analogs were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich (USA) or Generi Biotech (Czech Republic). The
FAM/Cy3-labeled oligonucleotides were dissolved in water to form
100μM stock solutions and heated at 37 °C for 10min. Oligonucleo-
tides forming the dsDNA constructs were mixed in the ratio of 1:1.1
(hybrid-ds/iMFW:ds-DNARV). To form the 5′-FAM-labeleddsDNA, the
reverse strands were mixed with the FAM-labeled forward analogs in
the abovementioned ratios. The samples were then annealed (5min at
95 °C for non-labeled and 10min at 37 °C for fluorescently labeled ds
DNA oligonucleotides).

Cell cultivation and synchronization
HeLa cells (Sigma-Aldrich, USA; Cat no 93021013) were cultured in
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA)
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS)
(HyClone, GE Life Sciences) and penicillin-streptomycin solution (P/
S) (100 units penicillin and 0.10mg streptomycin/mL) (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) under a 5% CO2 atmosphere at 37 °C. After achieving ~
80–90% confluency, the cells were passaged by washing with Dul-
becco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and
by harvesting with 0.05% trypsin and 0.02% EDTA (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) in 1 x DPBS. The synchronization procedures were optimized
and adjusted from Whitfield et al.59 and Jackman & O’Connor60 as
follows: for synchronization at G1/S boundary (early S phase), cells
were plated on 15-cm culture dishes to form ~ 25–30% confluency.
When the cells adhered on the surface of the dishes (after approxi-
mately 4–6 h), they were washed with 1 x DPBS, followed by the
application of new standard DMEM (with 10% FBS and P/S), con-
taining 2mM Thymidine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) – for 18 h. After the
first Thymidine block, the cells were released for 9 h bywashing them
twice in 1 x DPBS and leaving them in the standard DMEM. The sec-
ond Thymidine block was applied by washing the cells with 1 x DPBS
and adding the standard DMEM containing 2mM Thymidine for 17 h.
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For synchronization at theG2/Mboundary (earlyMphase), cells were
plated on 15-cm culture dishes to form ~ 50–60% confluency. When
the cells adhered on the surface of the dishes (after approximately
4–6 h), they were washed with 1 x DPBS, followed by the application
of new standard DMEM (with 10% FBS and P/S), containing Nocoda-
zole reagent (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at 0.4μg/mL concentration –

for 17 h.

Preparation of in-cell NMR samples
Approximately 1 × 108 cells were used to prepare each in-cell NMR
sample. The number of the 15-cm dishes used for cultivation differed
according to each synchronization protocol (based on the final dish
confluency on the sample’s processing day). For early S cells, the
number of dishes sufficient to obtain the required number of cells at
the end of the synchronization procedure was 24. The number of
M-phase synchronized dishes was 40, whereas, for the asynchronous
(i.e., non-synchronized) cell population, it was only 12 dishes. The
early S and asynchronous cells were washed in 1 x DPBS and trypsi-
nized, whereas the mitotic cells were harvested by so-called “mitotic
shake-off.” All harvested cells were centrifuged in 50mL falcon tubes
at 220 g for 5min. After centrifugation, the pellets in each falcon tube
werepooled together by resuspending them in 1 xDPBS, forming one
homogenous cell cycle-phase-specific sample. Samples were then
counted in a Burker’s chamber. Approximately 8 × 106 cells were
placed in a 15mL falcon tube, centrifuged at 220 g for 5min and fixed
in EtOH (see Cell fixation in EtOH). Simultaneously, the proper
number of cells for transfection (~1 × 108) was centrifuged again at
220 g for 5min. The DNA oligonucleotides were introduced into the
HeLa cells by electroporation using a BTX-ECM 830 system (Harvard
Apparatus, USA). The pelleted cells were resuspended in 2.4mL of
electroporation buffer (EB buffer) (140mM sodiumphosphate, 5mM
KCl, 10mM MgCl2, pH = 7.0) containing 300 or 400μM DNA and
10 μM FAM-labeled DNA. The cell suspension was divided into six
4-mm electroporation cuvettes (Cell Projects, UK). All samples were
incubated on ice for 5min before electroporation. Electroporation
was conducted using two square-wave pulses (100 μs/1000V; 30ms/
350 V) separated by a 5 s interval to achieve maximum transfection
efficiency. After electroporation, the cells were incubated for 2min at
room temperature (RT), transferred into Leibovitz L15 −/− medium
(no FBS/no antibiotics) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and centrifuged at
220 g for 5min. The cells were resuspended in 10mL of L15 −/−
medium. A small portion of the cell suspension (~6 × 105 cells) was
used for flow cytometric (FCM) analysis and confocal microscopy
analysis (see below) to evaluate the cell viability, transfection effi-
ciency, and DNA localization. The rest of the cell suspension was
centrifuged at 220 g for 5min. After removal of the supernatant, the
resulting cell pellet was resuspended in 550 µL of Leibovitz L15 −/−
medium containing 10% D2O and transferred into a Shigemi NMR
tube (Shigemi Co., Tokyo, Japan). Before NMR analysis, the cells in
the NMR tube were manually centrifuged using a “hand centrifuge”
(CortecNet, France) to form a fluffy pellet at the bottom of the
NMR tube.

Bioreactor in-cell NMR
The pellet of cells after electroporation was mixed with 2% (w/w)
SeaPrep agarose (Lonza, Switzerland) in DMEM at 37 °C, in v-v ratio
1:1. A HPLC capillary of 0.75mm inner diameter was filled with the
suspension and incubated on ice for 10min. Upon gelling, a thread
was pushed from the capillary into a 5mm NMR tube filled with
degassed bioreactor media: DMEM without NaHCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) + 10% D2O (Eurisotop, France) + 70mM HEPES (Sigma-Aldrich,
USA) + 1x ZellShield (Minerva Biolabs, Germany). Medium flow
through the sample was set to 50 μl/min, using anHPLCpump-driven
system that draws the medium from a reservoir heated in a water
bath through a vacuum-degassing chamber and brings the fresh

medium to the bottom of the NMR tube through a central glass
capillary61.

Flow cytometry
For FCManalysis, ~105 cells were resuspended in 200 µL of DPBS buffer
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA). To distinguish the apoptotic, dead cells or cells
with compromised membrane integrity from the living cells, the
sample was stained with 1 µL (1mg/mL) of propidium iodide (PI)
(Exbio, Czech Republic). The total amount of 104 cells was analyzed by
aBD FACSVerseflowcytometer usingBD FACSuite software V1.0.6 (BD
Biosciences, USA). To detect the fluorescently (FAM) labeled DNA and
thus evaluate the transfection efficiency, the excitation and emission
wavelengths were 488 nm and 527/32 nm, respectively. PI was excited
at 488 nm to evaluate the cell viability, and the emission was detected
at 700/54nm. For analyzing fixed cells stained with PI and MPM-2, the
excitation wavelength was set at 488 nm for PI to visualize the DNA
content and 640nm forMPM-2 to quantify the number ofmitotic cells
in the sample. The PI and MPM-2 emissions were detected at 700/54
and 660/10 nm, respectively. Supplementary Figs. 12 and 13 exemplify
the employed gating strategy.

Confocal microscopy
For confocalmicroscopy, ~5 × 105 cellswereplacedonto a35-mmglass-
bottomed dish (ibidi GmbH, Germany) pre-coated with 0.01% poly-L-
lysine (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). The cell drop was then immersed in 2mL
Leibovitz L15 −/− medium containing 1 µL/mL Hoechst dye (Sigma-
Aldrich) to visualize the cell nuclei. All microscopy images were
obtained using a Zeiss LSM 800 confocal microscope with a 63x/1.2
C-Apochromat objective. Images were taken in transmission mode
with an excitation wavelength of 488 nm, and the fluorescently (FAM)
labeled DNA was detected at emission wavelengths of 480–700nm.
The excitation wavelength for Hoechst was set to 405 nm, and the
emissionwas detected at 400–480nm.The imageswere collected and
analyzed in ZEN Blue 2.6 and 3.1 software.

Cell fixation in EtOH
Before fixation, cells werefirst washedwith 1 x DPBS and centrifuged at
220 g for 5min. The pellet was thoroughly resuspended in 300 µL 1 x
DPBS and finally, 2.5mL of 70% ethanol (EtOH) was added. The sample
was then vortexed and stored at −20 °C for up to 1 week but at least 1 h
prior to staining.

PI and MPM-2 staining
Fixed cellswerewashed twice in ice-cold 1 xDPBS (5mLand 1mL), with
the centrifugation steps at 17,000g and 4 °C for 5min. After the sec-
ond centrifugation, the sample was resuspended in 100 µL 1 x DPBS
and incubated for 1 h in the dark with ~3 µL of the MPM-2 antibody
(anti-phospho-Ser/Thr-Pro, Cy5 conjugate) (Millipore, Sigma-Aldrich,
USA; Cat no 16-220, Lot no 3134673) that stains cells containing
mitosis-specific phophorylations. Next, the sample was washed twice
in 1mLof ice-cold 1 xDPBS, centrifuged at 17,000 g, 4 °C for 5min, and
resuspended in 200 µL of 1 x DPBS. 10 µL of propidium iodide (PI) was
added to the sample to visualize the DNA content, and 0.5 µL of RNAse
A (10mg/mL) (Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA) to remove RNA. The
sample was incubated at 37 °C shaking in the dark for approximately
40min and subsequently taken for FCM analysis.

NMR spectroscopy
TheNMRspectraweremeasured at 600, 850, or 950MHzusingBruker
Avance NEO spectrometers (Bruker, Corporation, Billerica, USA)
equipped with a quadruple (600MHz) or a triple-resonance (850 and
950MHz) inverse cryogenic probe. In-vitro 1D 1H spectra accom-
panying the in-cell data were acquired in an electroporation buffer
(140mM sodium phosphate, 5mM KCl, 10mM MgCl2, pH = 7.0) with
10% D2O. In-vitro 1D 1H NMR spectra mapping the pH or temperature-
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dependent behavior were acquired in an intracellular (ICB) buffer
(25mMpotassiumphosphate, 10.5mMNaCl, 110mMKCl, 1mMMgCl2,
and 130 nM CaCl2) with 10% D2O. In-cell NMR spectra were acquired in
Leibovitz L15 −/− medium containing 10% D2O. The DNA concentra-
tions in the in-vitro samples were 100 µM, unless stated otherwise. (in-
cell) 1D 1H NMR spectra were acquired using a 1D 1H JR-echo (1-1 echo)
pulse sequence62, with zero excitation set to the resonance of water
and the excitation maximum set to 15.3 ppm. The total experimental
time to acquire in-cell 1H NMR spectra was ~10min, unless stated
otherwise. All NMR spectra were baseline-corrected and processed
with the exponential apodization function. The NMR spectra were
acquired usingTopspin 4.0.6 andprocessedusingMestReNova v14.0.1
(Mestrelab Research, Spain). After the acquisition of the in-cell NMR
spectra, the 1D 1H NMR spectra of the supernatant in each NMR tube
were measured (using the same NMR parameters as were used to
acquire the in-cell NMR spectrum) to assess possible leakage of the
transfected DNA from the cells. At the end of the experiment, the cells
were taken from theNMR tube and subjected to FCManalysis to assess
cell mortality during the measurement. A small fraction of cells was
also fixed in EtOH again and subsequently stained with PI and MPM2
(see above) to control whether the cells were already escaping from
the synchronized populations.

CD spectroscopy
Circular dichroism experiments were performed on a JASCO J-815
spectropolarimeter equipped with a JASCO PTC-423S temperature
controller using a 0.1 cm path-length quartz cuvette. Briefly, a 50 µM
oligonucleotide solution was prepared for each sample in ICB buffer
(25mM potassium phosphate, 10.5mM NaCl, 110mM KCl, 1 mM
MgCl2, 130 nM CaCl2) at appropriate pH. Samples were heated at
95 °C for 5min and let cool down overnight. pH titrations were per-
formed by adding increasing concentrations of HCl to the samples
and equilibrating them for 5min after each addition. Every titration
step was followed by measuring the CD spectrum of the DNA solu-
tion. CD spectra were recorded at 20 °C in a wavelength range of
220–320 nm using the following parameters: scanning speed of
100 nm/min; bandwidth of 2 nm; data interval of 0.5 nm; response of
1 s. The buffer contribution was subtracted from each CD spectrum
after the acquisition. The acquired dichroic signal was finally con-
verted in molar ellipticity ([Θ] = deg × cm2 × dmol−1) calculated using
the DNA concentration in solution and adjusted according to the
dilution factor. CDmelting experimentswere performedon the same
instrument using a 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvette. 5 µM oligonu-
cleotide solutions were prepared in ICB-cacodylate buffer (25mM
sodium cacodylate, 10.5mM NaCl, 110mM KCl, 1mM MgCl2, 130 nM
CaCl2) at different pH (specifically, at pH 7, 6.5, 6, 5.5, 5), heated at
95 °C and then cooled-down overnight. Each sample was equilibrated
at the measurement starting temperature for 20min before the
acquisition. Samples weremeasured using the following parameters:
temperature ramp of 0.3 °C/min; data pitch every 0.5 nm; bandwidth
of 2 nm. The temperature range was varied according to the stability
of the folding under examination. The denaturation process was

monitored at 288 nm. Raw experimental data were processed using
JASCO Spectra Manager 2.09.10 software and then analyzed using
GraphPad Prism 8.

Preparation of samples for EMSA
HeLa cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium
(DMEM) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) supplemented with 10% heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum (FBS) (HyClone, GE Life Sciences)
and penicillin-streptomycin solution (P/S) (100 units penicillin and
0.10mg streptomycin/mL) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) under a 5% CO2

atmosphere at 37 °C. After achieving ~90% confluency, the cells
were harvested, counted on a Burker’s chamber, and ~1.6 × 107

cells (~120 μL of cell pellet) were electroporated with 5 or
50 µM (unless indicated otherwise) DNA oligonucleotides labeled
with Cy3 dye at their 5′ ends (purchased from Generi Biotech, Czech
Republic), according to the procedure described above. After the
electroporation, samples were washed twice in 1mL Leibovitz L15 −/−
medium (no FBS/no antibiotics) (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and cen-
trifuged at 220 g for 5min. After centrifugation, the supernatant was
discarded, and the pellets were lysed as follows: the pellets were
resuspended in 2 package cell volume of buffer A (10mM HEPES, pH
7.9, 1.5mM MgCl2, 10mM KCl, 300mM Sucrose, 0.5% NP-40) with
cOmplete, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Coctail Tablet (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) and left on ice for 10min. 2/3 package cell volume of
buffer B (20mMHEPES, pH 7.9, 1.5mMMgCl2, 420mMNaCl, 0.2mM
EDTA, 2.5% glycerol) with cOmplete, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor
Coctail Tablet (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) was added, and the mixture was
then sonicated with a microtip for 5 s at amplitude 95%, and subse-
quently centrifuged at 8000g for 5min. The collected supernatant
was then stored at −20 °C.

The gel electrophoresis mobility shift assay (EMSA) in
agarose gel
For EMSA, samples were mixed with 6 x Orange G DNA Loading Dye
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and run on a 0.8% agarose gel at 75 V for ~50min,
in 1 x TBE buffer (89mM Tris, 89mM boric acid, 2mM EDTA, pH 8.0).
The resulting gels were then scanned by a GE TyphoonTM FLA 9500
Fluorescent Image Analyzer, and the image contrast adjustments were
performed in Adobe Photoshop 2020. The uncropped and unpro-
cessed scans of the gel are shown in the Source Data of the article or
Supplementary Figs. 14, 15, and 16.

Identification of proteins interacting with DNA oligonucleotides
A protocol modified from ref. 41 was used for electrophoretic
separation and transfer of protein-DNA complexes to amembrane. In
brief, lysates from cells electroporated with Cy-3 labeled oligonu-
cleotides were loaded on 6% polyacrylamide gel (acrylamide: bisa-
crylamide ratio 29: 1) in 1x TBE and separated by electrophoresis in 1x
TBE running buffer (89mM Tris, 89mM boric acid, 2mM EDTA).
Migrationof theDNA in the gelwas visualized via thefluorescent Cy-3
label (ChemiDoc™ MP Imaging System, BIO-RAD, USA). Protein-DNA
complexes were transferred from the gel to the PVDF membrane

Table 2 | The list of primary and secondary antibodies used in Shift-Westen-Blot assay

Target Origin Conjugated Dilution Manufacturer Cat. number

Primary antibodies

PCBP2 rabbit polyclonal 1:1000 Origene TA308051

hnRNP K mouse monoclonal 1:1000 Abcam ab39975

hnRNP A1 mouse monoclonal 1:1000 Sigma Aldrich R4528

Secondary antibodies

rabbit IgG goat HRP 1:10000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 111-035-003

mouse IgG goat HRP 1:10000 Jackson ImmunoResearch 115-035-003

HRP Horseradish Peroxidase.
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(Immun-Blot® PVDF Membrane, BIO-RAD, USA) using semi-dry blot-
ting in 1x transfer buffer (48mM Tris, 39mM glycine, 20%methanol,
pH 8.5) at a constant current 0.8mA/cm2 for 90min. (Trans-Blot®
TurboTM Transfer System, BIO-RAD, USA). Upon membrane blocking
with 5% skim milk and 5% BSA in TBST (150mM NaCl, 50mM TRIS-
HCl, pH 7.8, 1 M EDTA, 0.1% Tween-20), proteins on the membrane
were detected by immunostaining with the primary antibody in the
blocking solution, followed by washing in TBST and incubation with
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody in the
blocking solution. After washing with TBST, protein signals were
visualized by incubation of themembrane in ECL substrate (ClarityTM

Western ECL Substrate, BIO-RAD, USA), and chemiluminescence was
detected with Odyssey® Fc Imaging System (Li-COR, USA). Upon
image acquisition, brightness and contrast were adjusted using
Image Studio 3.1.4 software. Lists of primary and secondary anti-
bodies are given in Table 2. The uncropped and unprocessed scans of
the gel are shown in the Source Data of the article or Supplementary
Figs. 14, 15, and 16.

Data availability
All data generated in this study are available within the Article and
Supplementary Information. The rawNMRdata generated in this study
have been deposited in the public data repository63. The primary CD
data generated in this study are provided as a Source Data file. Source
data are provided with this paper.
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